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Abstract

Person-job fit lies at the heart of online recruitment, measuring the compati-
bility between job seekers and vacancies. Current researchers mainly focus on
job-resume matching between job requirements and work experiences, present-
ing two notable limitations. Free text representation is constrained by word-level
polysemy and sentence-level anisotropy. Also, overreliance on final representa-
tions hampers the exploration of inter-feature relationships. Towards this end,
we proposed a novel Attentive Person-Job Fit Multifaceted feature Fusion
model (APJFMF), aiming at obtaining more precise and comprehensive inter-
active person-job fit feature representations. The main contributions are: (1)
Introduction of a method for multifaceted feature extraction and fusion from
multi-source heterogeneous person-job data; (2) Enhanced the person-job free
text representations through unsupervised fine-tuning of BERT; (3) Investi-
gated global feature interactions by integrating diverse attention mechanisms.
Extensive experiments on a real-world recruitment dataset confirmed the effec-
tiveness of APJFMF and its individual components. The code is released at
https://github.com/raochongzhi/APJFMF.

Acknowledgements: Youth Innovation Team of Higher Education Institutions in Shandong
Province-Data Intelligence Innovation Team at China University of Petroleum and commis-
sioned project “Smart Employment Recommendation Algorithms” by Qingdao JiuYe Jie Big
Data Technology Co., Ltd under Grant No. HX20220639.
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1 Introduction

Online recruitment has become the primary method for talent acquisition, offering a
wealth of potential candidates through various online platforms [1]. Platforms like Boss
Zhipin, Zhilian Zhaopin, LinkedIn, and Jiuye Jie have transformed and streamlined the
recruitment process. However, the demand for employment has created an information
gap between candidates and recruiters, which results in low-quality and inefficient
recruitment experiences [2]. Therefore, there’s an urgent need for effective person-job
fit technologies to accurately match candidates with suitable job opportunities and
improve the overall efficiency of talent recruitment.

To enhance the efficacy of online recruitment platforms, scholars have endeavored
to improve person-job fit using techniques such as Collaborative Filtering (CF) [3].
However, a notable obstacle known as the “cold start” challenge emerges, wherein
the deficiency of user-job interaction data leads to diminished recommendation qual-
ity, particularly when relying exclusively on behavioral data. To tackle this challenge,
researchers are now concentrating on person-job fit representation learning, primar-
ily emphasizing two crucial elements: free text (typically work experiences and job
requirements) and entity (typically structured or semi-structured data).

In the realm of free text representation learning, studies utilize machine learning
and deep learning methods. Additionally, diverse attention mechanisms are incorpo-
rated to enhance feature representations. Despite the considerable success achieved
by existing research in this field, certain limitations persist. Some unitized word
embedding methods like Word2Vec, overlook the challenge of words having multiple
meanings in different contexts despite using the same word embedding [4, 5]. Others
employed sentence embedding methods such as BERT and ALBERT but encountered
anisotropic and non-uniform distribution dilemmas. In addition, current research pre-
dominantly emphasizes unstructured free text feature representation, often neglecting
(semi-) structured fields. Moreover, the interaction between free text features and
entity features is frequently neglected.

Along this line, we proposed a novelAttentivePerson-Job FitMultifaceted feature
Fusion approach (namedAPJFMF). First, we standardized resume formats and used
PaddleOCR for parsing and content recognition. We then applied web scraping, regu-
lar expressions, and Named Entity Recognition (NER) [6] to comprehensively extract
multifaceted entities from multi-source heterogeneous data [7]. Second, after using a
pre-trained Chinese BERT model [8] for each sentence in work experiences and job
requirements, we fine-tuned these embeddings using unsupervised SimCSE [9]. After
employing Bi-LSTM to capture the contextual relationships between sentences, we
applied attention and co-attention mechanisms to capture hierarchical and interaction
information. Third, after classifying the extracted multifaceted entities and apply-
ing different embedding methods to each category, we concatenate and input them
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into the DeepFM model [10] to obtain entity feature representations. Last, attention
mechanisms [11] are employed to integrate the acquired free text and entity feature
representations for person-job fit prediction.

Experimental results affirmed the superior performance of our approach compared
to state-of-the-art models. Ablation studies were also conducted to assess the iso-
lated effectiveness of each component. Furthermore, we examined the interpretability
of the model at the sentence, interaction, and matching levels. Therefore, the main
contributions of this study are as follows:

• Presenting a multifaceted entity feature extraction and feature fusion method to
enhance the comprehensiveness of person-job fit feature representations.

• Fine-tuning BERT sentence embeddings in an unsupervised contrastive learning
manner to enhance the accuracy of person-job fit feature representations.

• Proposing a novel model, APJFMF, which explores global feature interactions
to enhance the hierarchy and interactivity of feature representation through the
integration of diverse attention mechanisms.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the
relevant work on person-job fit and text representation learning. Section 3 shows the
notations and definitions of this paper. In Section 4, we then elaborate on our proposed
model APJFMF in detail and introduce the methodology of learning features from
free text and entities we extracted. We run experiments and evaluations in Section 5
and draw conclusions in Section 6.

2 Related Work

2.1 Person-Job Fit

Person-job fit relies on exploring the latent feature representations of jobs and
candidates, primarily from two fields: unstructured and (semi-) structured data.
Researchers mainly focus on learning the unstructured text representation of resume
work experience and job descriptions. For instance, Zhu et al [12] designed two parallel
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to independently learn the latent text repre-
sentations. Bian et al [13] employed a hierarchical attention-based Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) for person-job fit. Yan et al [14] utilized a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) to enhance text representations. Some studies also utilized Graph Neural Net-
works (GNNs) to learn latent relational representations [15–17]. Additionally, certain
studies have employed bipartite heterogeneous graphs to facilitate the matching of
individuals with job positions [18, 19].

Traditional neural networks face challenges with information and memory loss
when handling long sequences. Current research enhances the representations using
diverse attention mechanisms [11]. Qin et al [20, 21] designed four hierarchical
capability-aware attention strategies to enhance representation learning. Hou et al [22]
integrated job representations into user intent embeddings using self-attention mecha-
nisms. He et al [23] applied a multi-head self-attention mechanism to enhance feature
interaction modeling. Wang et al [16] employed a co-attentive CNN and an attentive
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GNN to learn representations. In the same year, [24] developed a bidirectional interac-
tive graph neural network utilizing Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) to jointly
model interaction graphs and textual graphs, thereby acquiring feature representations
of users and job positions.

The mentioned methods excel in unstructured text but overlook (semi-) structured
data. Jiang et al [25] extracted entities features from recruitment data and learned from
them. Huang et al [26] introduced a co-attention mechanism to capture interactions
among non-textual features. Though delved into (semi-)structured data representa-
tion, their treatment of unstructured data was basic. Furthermore, they often used a
simple concatenation approach to combine them, with limited exploration of interac-
tions. This study advanced by employing attention and co-attention neural networks
for text representations, multifaceted feature extraction and representation techniques
for entity representations, and fusing them with attention networks, achieving a more
comprehensive and interactive person-job representation learning.

2.2 Text Representation Learning

Natural language sentences consist of words and phrases that follow grammatical rules
and convey complex semantic information, involving both sequential and hierarchical
elements that are crucial for understanding them. Existing research on person-job fit
predominantly employs the Word2Vec method for sentence representations [27–31] but
overlooked word positional information within sentences. Furthermore, some studies
employ Doc2Vec to capture paragraph semantics and syntax but encounter quality
issues due to limited data [32]. To effectively capture the internal structure of sen-
tences, including sequential and dependency information, researchers utilized BERT
to extract semantic features of sentences [17, 26]. Due to the extensive parameter size
of BERT subsequent BERT variants [33], researchers utilized ALBERT [23], which
significantly reduces model parameters while maintaining performance.

Despite the significant strides of BERT and ALBERT, sentence representations
exhibit anisotropic and non-uniform distribution. SimCSE addresses this challenge
through contrastive learning and self-supervised training using pre-trained BERT
outputs [9]. It effectively narrows the gap between similar samples and widens the
separation between dissimilar ones, enhancing sentence representation capabilities.
SimCSE outperforms BERT in text representation learning tasks, but its application
to person-job fit representation learning remains unexplored in current research. Thus,
our study employs unsupervised SimCSE for training text representations of resume
work experiences and job requirements.

3 Notations and Definitions

In real-world recruitment scenarios, recruitment data usually consists of job postings,
resumes, and job application records. A resume includes personal information like gen-
der, education, institutions, and work experiences (projects, internships, history work,
etc.). A job posting contains important details like location, salary, working hours,
and job requirements. Job application records contain historical data on candidates’
applications.
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Table 1 Notations and Definitions

Notation Definition

R The resume set
J The job posting set
ri The i-th resume in the resume set R

jk The k-th job posting in the job posting set J

fi The work experience in the i-th resume ri
fk The job requirements in the k-th job posting jk
fi,t The t-th sentence in the work experience fi
fk,t The t-th sentence in the job requirements fk
ei,t The t-th entities in the i-th resume ri
ek,t The t-th entities in the k-th job posting jk
hi,t BERT embedding of the t-th work experience in the resume ri
hk,t BERT embedding of the t-th job requirements in the job posting jk
Ei,t SimCSE embedding of the t-th work experience in the resume ri
Ek,t SimCSE embedding of the t-th job requirements in the job posting jk
n The number of work experiences in the resume ri
N The number of job requirements in the job posting jk
m The number of entities in the resume ri
M The number of entities in the job posting jk

Therefore, to define the problem of person-job fit, we use ri = {fi, ei} ∈ R to
denote the i-th resume in the resume set R, where fi = {fi,1, fi,2, ..., fi,n} denotes the
n pieces of work experiences in the resume, and ei = {ei,1, ei,2, ..., ei,m} represents
the m entities in the resume. Similarly, we use jk = {fk, ek} ∈ J to denote the k-
th job posting in the job posting set J , where fk = {fk,1, fk,2, ..., fk,N} is denoted as
the N pieces of job requirements in the job posting, while ek = {ek,1, ek,2, ..., ek,M}
is denoted as the M entities in the job posting. Finally, for each resume-job pair
sl = (ri, jk, li,k) ∈ S in the historical application set S, we use li,k ∈ {0, 1} to indicate
whether the resume and the job is matching. To enhance clarity, important notations
and their definitions are presented in Table 1.

4 Methodology

Our APJFMF model, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of four main components: fea-
ture extraction, free text feature representation, entity feature representation, and
person-job fit prediction. Due to the multi-source heterogeneous nature of the person-
job fit dataset, which includes multiple data sources (HTML, online documents,
SQL database) and various data structures (structured, semi-structured, unstruc-
tured data), we utilize techniques such as web scraping, regular expressions, and
Named Entity Recognition (NER) to comprehensively extract multifaceted entities
from (semi-) structured data in the feature extraction phase (see Section 5.2). Then,
free text features such as work experiences and job requirements undergo BERT-based
processing and SimCSE fine-tuning to improve sentence-level feature representations.
Entity features are categorized and processed, then input into the DeepFM module
to obtain entity representation. Finally, An attention mechanism is applied to learn a
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joint feature representation of text and entities, which is further processed by a fully
connected layer to predict the person-job matching probability.
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Fig. 1 A illustration of the architecture of the proposed model APJFMF, which can be separated
into four parts: Feature Extraction, Free Text Feature Representation, Entity Feature Representation,
and Person-Job Fit Prediction. Two different feature representation methods are used to learn free
text feature representation and entity feature representation separately.

4.1 Learning Features from Free Text

For features from free text, we apply the BERT Chinese pre-trained model, as
introduced by [34], to conduct sentence-level feature representation for work expe-
rience and job requirements. For each work experience sentence in the i-th resume
fi = {fi,1, fi,2, ..., fi,n} and each job requirement in the k-th job posting fk =
{fk,1, fk,2, ..., fk,N}, we utilize the [CLS] vector of the BERT model as the sentence-level
representation, as shown in Eq. 1:

hi,t = BERT[cls](fi,t),

hk,T = BERT[cls](fk,T ).
(1)

Then, we proceed with fine-tuning the BERT pre-trained sentence embeddings
through the unsupervised SimCSE method [9]. The concept of unsupervised SimCSE
involves feeding a set of sentences into Transformer models where dropout is applied to
the fully-connected layers and attention probabilities. By inputting the same sentence
hi into the encoder twice, we obtain positive sample pairs hi,h

+
i , while negative sample

pairs hi,h
+
j are constructed by randomly selecting other sentences from the batch.

The loss function is defined as shown in Eq. 2:
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ℓi = − log
esin(hi,h

+

i
)/τ

∑N
j=1 e

sin(hi,h
+

j
)/τ

, (2)

by minimizing the loss ℓi, the aim is to bring similar sentence closer together while
pushing dissimilar one apart, effectively learning data representations.

Following the fine-tuning of the BERT model via the SimCSE approach, we
choose the last hidden state yielded by the model as the sentence representation.
This refined sentence embedding can be calculated as Ei = {Ei,1,Ei,2, ...,Ei,n} and
Ek = {Ek,1,Ek,2, ...,Ek,N} by Eq. 3:

Ei,t = SimCSE(hi,t)[:, 0],

Ek,T = SimCSE(hk,T )[:, 0].
(3)

Subsequently, since work experience and job requirements are both composed
of paragraphs where sentences may have contextual dependencies, we incorporated
a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) layer to learn the contextual
information between sentences. This enables the model to capture the inter-sentence
relationships effectively, enhancing the overall representation of the text data. We
can calculated the final sentence representation Hi = {Hi,1, ...,Hi,n} and Hk =
{Hk,1, ...,Hk,N} by Eq. 4:

Hi,t = BiLSTM (Ei,1:n, t) , ∀t ∈ [1, ..., n] ,

Hk,T = BiLSTM (Ek,1:N , T ) , ∀T ∈ [1, ..., N ] ,
(4)

where Ei,1:n and Ek,1:N denote the sentence vectors input sequences of Ei and Ek. And
Hi,t and Hk,T are sentence representations of the t-th sentence in the work experience
fi and the t-th sentence in the job requirements fk.

Next, we developed an attention module to prioritize essential features in the
model. Taking the resume part as an example: we begin by feeding the sentence
representations into a fully connected layer. With the utilization of the tanh activa-
tion function and softmax normalization, attention scores αi,t are calculated for each
sentence representation, as depicted in Eq. 5:

αi,t =
exp(gi,t)

∑n
t=1 exp(gi,t)

,

gi,t = vT
α tanh(wαHi,t + bα),

(5)

where vα, wα, and bα are the parameters to be learned during the training process.
αi,t is the attention score of the sentence Hi,t among all the sentences in the work
experience. As shown in Eq. 6, by taking the sum of the products of each sentence
representation and its corresponding attention score, we obtain the final attention
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representation for the work experiences of the resume:

vi =

n
∑

t=1

αi,tHi,t, (6)

where vi is the attention-based representation of the work experiences fi in the resume
ri. Similarly, vk is the attention-based representation of the job requirements fk in
the job posting jk, which can be calculated in the same process. This attentiveness
mechanism enhances the ability of the model to focus on critical information.

Moreover, we devised a co-attention module to investigate the hierarchical impor-
tance of feature interactions between resumes and job postings. Taking the resume
part as an example, we begin by feeding the sentence representations of both work
experiences and job requirements into a fully connected layer. With the utilization of
the tanh activation function and softmax normalization, co-attention scores γi,T,t are
calculated for each sentence Hk,T in job requirements to each sentence Hi,t in work
experiences, as depicted in Eq. 7:

γi,T,t =
exp(gi,T,t)

∑n
t=1 exp(gi,T,t)

,

gi,T,t = vT
β tanh(WβHk,T +UγHi,t),

(7)

where vβ , Wβ and Uγ are the parameters to be learned during the training process.
As shown in Eq. 8, by taking the sum of each work experience sentence representa-
tion Hi,t and its corresponding co-attention score γi,T,t, we obtain the co-attention
representation for the resume part.

xi,T =

n
∑

t=1

γi,T,tHi,t, (8)

where xi,T is the representation of the work experiences in the resume towards the
T -th job requirement Hk,T in the job posting based on the co-attention mechanism.
Similarly, xk,t is the representation of the job requirements in the job posting towards
the t-th work experience Hi,t in the resume based on the co-attention mechanism,
which can be calculated in the same process.

The obtained representation sequences {xi,1,xi,2, ...,xi,N} and {xk,1,xk,2, ...,xk,n}
are fed into an attention module to obtain the final co-attention based feature
representations. As shown in Eq. 9, we take the resume part for example

ζi,T =
exp(gi,T )

∑N
T=1 exp(gi,T )

,

gi,T = vT
ε tanh(Wεxi,T + bε),

xi =

N
∑

T=1

ζi,Txi,T ,

(9)
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where the parameters vε , Wε and bε are subject to learning during the training
process. ζi,T is the attention score of the representation sequences {xi,1,xi,2, ...,xi,N}.
xi is the final co-attention-based feature representation of the work experiences fi in
the resume ri. Similarly, xk is the final co-attention-based feature representation of
the job requirements fk in the job posting jk, which can be calculated with the same
process.

We concatenated the results of the attention and co-attention modules and fed
them into an MLP layer for subsequent fusion with entity representations, depicted in
the Eq. 10:

Xtext = MLP ([vi;vk;vi − vk;vi ⊙ vk;xi;xk;xi − xk;xi ⊙ xk]). (10)

4.2 Learning Features from Entities

Given the intricate interactions among the extracted multifaceted entity features,
DeepFM stands out by amalgamating the linear and pairwise interaction capabili-
ties of Factorization Machines (FM) with the intricate and nonlinear capabilities of
Deep Neural Networks (DNN). Its proficiency lies in discerning complex patterns and
dependencies within input features. Consequently, we utilized DeepFM to address the
entity feature representation learning task.

For features extracted from Section 5.2, we classified them into numerical (dense
and sparse) and textual groups. Dense numerical features undergo min-max normal-
ization, resulting in the processed feature representation denoted as vdense. Sparse
numerical features undergo one-hot encoding, producing the encoded feature repre-
sentation referred to as vsparse. Textual features undergo Word2Vec embedding [35],
followed by mean pooling to obtain the feature representation represented as vtext.
Feature fusion combines these representations as input to the DeepFM model, as
depicted in the Eq. 11:

ventity = [vdense;vsparse;vtext] . (11)

The FM component, which was originally proposed by [36], is designed for learning
feature interactions. We use the FM component to learn the first-order features of the
entities, as Eq. 12:

XFM =
〈

w ∗ ventity
〉

+

d
∑

j1=1

d
∑

j2=j1+1

〈

V
entity
i ,V

entity
j

〉

v
entity
j1

· ventity
j2

, (12)

where w is the weight vector, Ventity
i and V

entity
j are the output of the dense layer.

XFM is the output of the FM component.
The DNN component, which is a feed-forward neural network, is specifically

employed to learn high-order feature interactions. We use the DNN component to
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learn the second-order features of the entities, as Eq. 13 shows:

a(0) = [e1, e2, ...],

a(l+1) = σ(W(l)a(l) + b(l)),

XDNN = σ(W|H|+1 · aH + b|H|+1),

(13)

where a(0) is the output of embedding layer which is fed into deep neural network,
a(l), W(l), b(l) are the output, model weight and bias of the l-th layer, and

∣

∣H
∣

∣ is the
number of hidden layers. XDNN is the output of the DNN component.

Finally, we sum the FM component output XFM and the DNN component output
XDNN to obtain the final representation of entity features Xentity, as shown in Eq. 14:

Xentity =
∑

i

Xi, i ∈ [FM,DNN ]. (14)

4.3 Person-Job Fit Prediction

To capture global interactions between free text and entity, we leveraged the feature
representations acquired from both free text and entity

{

Xtext;Xentity
}

as the input
to the attention layer, as depicted in Eq. 15:

µi = softmax
(

vT
o tanh

(

WoX
i + bi

))

,

D =
∑

i

µiX
i, i ∈ [text, entity],

Ŷ = σ(WτD + bτ ),

(15)

where vT
o , Wo, bi, Wτ and bτ are the training parameters. µtext and µentity are the

attention score of Xtext and Xentity, respectively. And the sigmoid function σ(·) is
employed to map the matching score into the range of [0,1]. Meanwhile, we adopted
the binary cross-entropy loss to optimize our model.

5 Experiment

5.1 Data Description

In this paper, the large-scale dataset in our study was sourced from Qingdao Jiuye Jie
Big Data Technology Co., Ltd up until April 24, 2023.

Considering the confidentiality of post-interview results within companies, undis-
closed to the recruitment platform, we consider the assessment outcomes of resume
submissions as implicit indicators of successful application. This approach is based
on the understanding that a successful alignment leads to profile submission action
from candidates and application approval action from recruiters, and rejections during
interviews may involve factors beyond a mismatch, such as the applicant’s interview
performance.
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Table 2 The Statistics of the Dataset

Statistics Value

Number of resumes 16,722
Number of job postings 58,863
Number of successful applications 47,092
Average sentences per job requirement in job posting 9.77
Average sentences per work experience in resume 10.46
Average skill entities per job posting 3.74
Average skill entities per resume 9.76

We enhanced the negative sampling process in alignment with prior research on
person-job fit, incorporating control over the category of positions alongside random
1:1 negative sampling. Specifically, we randomly selected an equal number of job
postings from positions not previously submitted by the candidate and belonging to
different second-level categories than those already submitted.

Table 2 shows the statistics of the dataset. To summarize, our dataset comprises
16,722 resumes and 58,863 job postings. After excluding 10,581 unsuccessful applica-
tions, we are left with a total of 47,092 successful applications. The mean count of
sentences within job requirements and resume work experience is approximately 10.
The average number of skill entities extracted from job postings is around 4, while for
resumes, it is approximately 10.

5.2 Feature Extraction

For resumes, we started by standardizing resume formats, then used the Chinese OCR
tool, PaddleOCR by Baidu PaddlePaddle [37], to extract resume text. We used reg-
ular expressions to divide resume text into four sections: work experience, personal
skills, educational background, and basic information. Work experience was used for
free text feature representation, while personal skills underwent Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER) for skill extraction. Educational background and basic information were
processed with regular expressions to extract gender, major, school, education, and
location. To enhance information related to the “school” entity, we employed web
crawlers to rank scores of universities from the 2023 Best Chinese Universities Ranking
website [38]. Similarly, for job postings, we use regular expressions to extract location
information and employ named entity recognition for skill extraction, following the
same procedure as in the resume section.

To enhance entity representation, we use three matching features: degree match (1
if candidate’s education meets job requirements, 0 otherwise), work location match (1
if candidate’s location aligns with job location, 0 otherwise), and corporate location
match (1 if candidate’s location matches company headquarters, 0 otherwise).

5.3 Experiment Setting

Learning Features from Free Text Setting: In our experiments, we set a max-
imum sentence limit of 10 for both work experiences and job requirements based on
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statistical findings in Table 2. For sentences exceeding this limit, we applied trun-
cation; for those falling short, we used padding. Then, we utilized a Chinese BERT
pre-training model [8] for sentence embeddings, followed by unsupervised SimCSE
training. Training parameters included a learning rate of 1e-5, a dropout rate of 0.3,
and a batch size of 64, resulting in 768-dimensional embeddings for each sentence.
Processed embeddings underwent a BiLSTM layer with an output dimension of 128,
followed by the concatenation from attention and co-attention according to the Eq.
9. After obtaining a 1024-dimensional representation, we added an MLP layer with a
dropout rate of 0.7, culminating in a singular 1-dimensional representation.

Learning Features from Entities Setting: For each skill entity extracted, we
employed the skip-gram algorithm from Word2Vec with a vector dimension set at 8.
Since the number of skill entities varies, unlike padding and truncation for sentences,
we used the column-wise average matrix of word embeddings from Word2Vec as the
embedding representation. The hidden layer dimensions in the FM module were set
as [128, 64, 32]. In the DNN module, a dropout rate of 0.7 was added to prevent
overfitting. Finally, by concatenating the 1-dimensional representations from both the
FM and DNN modules, we obtained a singular 1-dimensional representation.

Person-Job Fit Prediction Setting: During training, we optimized the model
by using the Adam algorithm. To address overfitting, a weight decay of 1e-5 and a
dropout rate of 0.7 in the fully connected layer were implemented. The batch size was
set at 128, and the learning rate was finely adjusted to 5e-3. The model was trained
on a server with a 12-core CPU, 60 GB RAM, and a GeForce RTX 4090 GPU.

5.4 Performance Comparison

To assess the performance of our proposed APJFMF model, we chose several models
as baselines, including classic classification models and state-of-the-art models in the
field. For the traditional classification model, we included Logistic Regression (LR),
Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), and AdaBoost (AB). For these methods,
the average vector of all word vectors in a resume (or a job posting) was treated as
the latent vector and then combined as the input. We also incorporate deep neural
network baselines, considered state-of-the-art models for person-job fit.

• PJFNN [12]: PJFNN was a person-job fit model based on Word2Vec embedding
and a two-layer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

• APJFNN [20]: APJFNN treated each resume experience and job requirement as
separate sequences, employing four hierarchical ability-aware attention techniques
to develop word-level representations for both.

• BPJFNN [20]: BPJFNN was a streamlined iteration of APJFNN, which employed
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) networks to grasp the semantic
essence of each word within both sequences.

• JRMPM [14]: JRMPM utilized a profiling memory module to investigate the
preferences of both job providers and job seekers, subsequently enhancing their
respective representations.
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Table 3 Performance Comparison for Person-Job Fit

Model AUC(%) ACC(%) Precision(%) Recall(%) F1(%)

NB 59.44 59.59 65.83 38.66 48.71
AB 65.89 65.91 66.39 63.46 64.89
LR 67.08 67.10 67.44 65.19 66.30
DT 72.27 72.26 71.30 73.85 72.55
JRMPM 57.92 57.88 60.33 60.34 52.73
PJFNN 74.39 74.40 74.28 74.28 74.16
BPJFNN 75.34 75.32 75.34 75.34 76.79
APJFNN 77.30 76.95 75.61 79.07 76.97
IPJF 78.38 78.37 77.70 77.70 78.53
INEXIT 80.34 80.32 78.34 78.34 80.79
APJFMF 84.46 84.06 85.04 85.04 84.41

Imp 5.13% 5.15% 8.55% 7.55% 4.48%

• IPJF [39]: IPJF was an interpretable person-job fit model that leveraged deep inter-
active representation learning to automatically learn the interdependence between
a resume and job requirements.

• INEXIT [40]: INEXIT was a person-job fit model that explored the internal and
external interactions for semi-structured multivariate attributes.

The results are presented in Table 3, demonstrating a clear superiority of our model
over all the baselines by a substantial margin.

5.5 Ablation Study

To evaluate the impact of each component, we systematically removed individual
core elements within APJFMF and compared their performance against the complete
model.

• APJFMF−SimCSE : APJFMF removed the SimCSE fine-tuning module, and
directly employed the results from the pre-trained BERT model as the sentence
representations.

• APJFMF−DeepFM : APJFMF removed the entity representation module, meaning
the DeepFM-based learning of entity representation was excluded, and only textual
representations were employed for person-job fit.

• APJFMF−freetext: APJFMF removed the free text representation module, mean-
ing it relied solely on the learning of entity representations.

• APJFMF−attention: APJFMF removed the attention mechanism module in the
context of free text representation learning, and exclusively employed the represen-
tation derived from the co-attention mechanism module.

• APJFMF−coAttention: APJFMF removed the co-attention mechanism module in
the context of free text representation learning, and exclusively employed the
representation derived from the attention mechanism module.

Table 4 presents the ablation study results for our model APJFMF. Removing
the DeepFM module resulted in a 2.37% decrease in AUC, indicating that (semi-
)structured data also carries valuable information. The 0.403% AUC decrease without
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Table 4 Ablation Study of Our Model APJFMF

Model AUC(%) ACC(%) Precision(%) Recall(%) F1(%)

APJFMF 84.46 84.06 85.04 85.04 84.41

APJFMF
−DeepFM 82.46 82.46 82.06 82.06 82.46

APJFMF
−attention 84.12 84.11 84.44 84.44 84.02

APJFMF
−coAttention 83.45 83.45 83.60 83.60 83.39

APJFMF
−SimCSE 82.27 82.27 81.81 81.81 82.32

APJFMF
−freetext 80.11 80.10 81.38 78.35 79.84

the attention module is because it focuses on important sentences, enhancing the
grasp of the model in free text. The larger 1.20% AUC decrease without the co-
attention module is due to its emphasis on the interaction between sentences, more
directly enhancing the adaptability of the model in person-job fit tasks. Using BERT
directly without fine-tuning resulted in a substantial 2.59% AUC decline. This is due
to SimCSE, which enhances the accuracy of BERT representations by bringing sim-
ilar samples closer and pushing dissimilar samples apart. Lastly, excluding the free
text representation module showed a significant 5.15% AUC decline, highlighting the
crucial role of free text in person-job fit.

5.6 Case Study

By utilizing the attention strategies we’ve proposed, our goal goes beyond improving
matching performance. In this subsection, we’ll clarify the matching results at three
different levels to enhance interpretability.

Sentense-level: In our initial investigation, we aimed to evaluate the model’s
ability to highlight the most crucial sentences. The histogram in Fig. 2 illustrates the
importance of each sentence. The length of the histogram corresponds to the sen-
tences’ importance within the entire paragraph, determined by attention scores α. The
results indicate that the second sentence is the most significant, representing the job’s
unique characteristics directly. Conversely, the seventh and ninth sentences receive
lower importance scores, offering less distinctive insights into job-specific features.
Thus, our model effectively captures variations in sentence importance.

Interaction-level: We investigate the model’s capability to capture feature inter-
action representations. Fig. 3 shows a matrix in which each cell visually presents the
co-attention scores γ between each sentence in the resume and the job posting, with
darker shades signifying higher scores. The results highlight the model’s ability to cap-
ture complex interactions among features. Notably, the fifth sentence in the resume
shows a strong alignment with the first sentence in the job posting requirements,
mainly due to its semantic connection with “customer communication”.

Matching-level: Our proposed solution’s effectiveness in person-job fit is demon-
strated in Fig. 4, where a resume achieves a matching probability of 0.8323 for job
posting 1 and 0.2370 for job posting 2. Skill entities in the left panel are highlighted
in purple. To understand the significant score difference, we conducted a detailed
analysis from both textual and entity perspectives. Textual analysis revealed that
the job seeker’s background primarily revolves around the logistics sector, especially
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Responsible for driving regional performance by identifying and addressing 

customer needs, effectively promoting products, and increasing the company's 

market share through sales.

Responsible for meeting regional targets, addressing customer needs, promoting 

products effectively, and boosting the company's market share through sales.

Responsible for team building within the organization, fostering a positive work 

environment, nurturing talent, and improving employee satisfaction.

Responsible for external risk management within the jurisdiction, proactively 

managing public relations, and shaping a positive social and brand image.

Responsible for annual and monthly resource allocation planning within the 

organization and ensuring effective cost and resource management.

Bachelor's degree or above, majoring in science and technology, logistics, 

management and other related fields.

Good sense of teamwork and communication skills.

Proficient in office software, excellent learning ability, and strong team 

collaboration and communication skills.

Strong stress tolerance, willingness to take on challenges, and a commitment to 

continuous learning and development.9.1129e-03

6.4212e-03

3.6095e-02

2.2597e-01

1.1561e-01

3.0065e-01

1.9690e-01

3.5069e-02

7.3260e-02

Fig. 2 An example showcasing the advantage of attention α in assessing the significance of each job
requirement. The left bar charts represent the distribution of α values across all requirements.

1. Responsible for driving regional performance by identifying and 

addressing customer needs, effectively promoting products, and 

increasing the company's market share through sales. 

2. Responsible for meeting regional targets, addressing customer 

needs, promoting products effectively, and boosting the company's 

market share through sales.

3. Responsible for team building within the organization, fostering a 

positive work environment, nurturing talent, and improving 

employee satisfaction.

4. Responsible for external risk management within the jurisdiction, 

proactively managing public relations, and shaping a positive social 

and brand image.

5. Responsible for annual and monthly resource allocation planning 

within the organization and ensuring effective cost and resource 

management.

6. Bachelor's degree or above, majoring in science and technology, 

logistics, management and other related fields.

7. Good sense of teamwork and communication skills.

8. Proficient in office software, excellent learning ability, and strong 

team collaboration and communication skills.

9. Strong stress tolerance, willingness to take on challenges, and a 

commitment to continuous learning and development.

1. Responsible for scheduling and verifying personnel at the site, 

ensuring alignment with the system's schedule, and making timely 

adjustments for any irregular scheduling.

2. Standardize equipment preparation, ensuring the proper setup 

and inspection of tools and devices in advance, and preparing for 

loading, unloading, and sorting.

3. Perform vehicle unsealing and cargo handover, conduct 

efficient cargo sorting and consolidation, and promptly manage 

the area after sorting and loading the vehicles.

4. Promptly handle work orders and address any collection-related 

anomalies to ensure daily logistics completion rates.

5. Regularly engage in customer consultations and timely respond 

to customer demands to ensure customer satisfaction.

6. Manage batch distribution and transportation of product 

deliveries, coordinate and optimize the delivery process for 

couriers.

7. Handle post-sales logistics re-scheduling, monitor departmental 

logistics performance, and on-time delivery rates.

8. Conduct customer satisfaction follow-ups, convey customer 

demand changes, and coordinate inter-site delivery areas and 

processes.

9. Maintain and update the local address database to reduce 

inaccuracies that lead to decreased successful deliveries.

Resume Job Posting 1

> 0.2

0.1-0.2

0.01-0.1

0.001-0.01

< 0.001

Fig. 3 An example showcasing the advantage of co-attention γ in assessing the significance between
each resume and job requirement. The middle matrix represents the distribution of γ values across
all requirements.

in transportation management and logistics planning. This aligns well with the job
responsibilities and requirements in Job Posting 1, which focuses on logistics and man-
agement, while Job Posting 2 emphasizes blueberry cultivation with some management
aspects. This empirical evidence confirms the precision of our model in predicting
alignment between job postings and resumes.
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Job Title: Logistics Management Trainee

Responsibility

1. Responsible for driving regional performance by identifying and addressing customer needs, effectively promoting products, and 

increasing the company's market share through sales. 

2. Responsible for meeting regional targets, addressing customer needs, promoting products effectively, and boosting the company's 

market share through sales.

3. Responsible for team building within the organization, fostering a positive work environment, nurturing talent, and improving 

employee satisfaction.

4. Responsible for external risk management within the jurisdiction, proactively managing public relations, and shaping a positive 

social and brand image.

5. Responsible for annual and monthly resource allocation planning within the organization and ensuring effective cost and 

resource management.

Requirements

1. Bachelor's degree or above, majoring in science and technology, logistics, management and other related fields.

2. Good sense of teamwork and communication skills.

3. Proficient in office software, excellent learning ability, and strong team collaboration and communication skills.

4. Strong stress tolerance, willingness to take on challenges, and a commitment to continuous learning and development.

Working Experience 

Company: XX Logistics Co.                       Job Title: Harbin Branch Dispatcher              

1. Manage batch deliveries and transportation for product dispatch, optimizing and coordinating delivery processes for couriers.

2. Handle post-sales logistics re-scheduling, monitor departmental logistics performance, and on-time delivery rates.

3. Conduct customer satisfaction follow-ups, convey customer demand changes, and coordinate inter-site delivery processes.

4. Maintain and update the local address database to reduce inaccuracies resulting in decreased successful deliveries.

 

Company: XX Logistics Co.               Job Title: Automated Container Warehouse Manager   

1. Perform automated warehouse inventory calibration and verification, and review documentation for goods in and out.

2. Handle cargo inspections and assist with stacking, overseeing accurate warehouse entry and exit information.

3. Operate AGV automated pallet robots and forklifts for path planning and optimization, reporting and resolving unexpected 

malfunctions.

Job Posting 1

Resume

Job Title: Blueberry Technician

Responsibility

1. Provide technical guidance on blueberry irrigation, fertilization, pest control, horticulture, and disease prevention.

2. Lead production technology guidance and daily management in the orchard.

3. Develop and oversee planting, pest control, and irrigation plans for fruit trees.

4. Train and guide workers to master fruit and vegetable cultivation, fertilization, and pesticide application techniques.

Requirements

1. No educational or gender restrictions.

2. Minimum of 2 years of blueberry cultivation management experience.

Job Posting 2

Gender: Male

Major: Logistics 

Engineering and 

Management

Match degree: 1

Match work location: 1

Match corp location: 1

Recruitment type: 

Campus

QS_score: 319.8

Recruitment number: 5

Salary: 6-10k

Financing phase: No 

financing required

Job type: Logistics 

Management 

Staff size: 10000

Working years: Unlimited Working length: 8h

Recruitment type: Social

Recruitment number: 2

Salary: 5-5.5k

Financing phase: No 

financing required

Job type: Horticultural 

Technology

Staff size: 20-99

Working years: 1-3yeras Working length: 8h

Fig. 4 An example demonstrating the matching effectiveness between a resume and job postings,
where the resume has a matching probability of 0.8323 with the job posting 1 and a matching
probability of 0.2370 with the job posting 2.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel Attentive Person-Job Fit Multifaceted fea-
ture Fusion model (APJFMF). We hope the model will improve online recruitment
performance by learning more precise and comprehensive interactive person-job fit
representations. Specifically, to address the challenges of free text representation learn-
ing in person-job fit, we employed an unsupervised contrastive learning approach to
fine-tune the representations of BERT. After utilizing BiLSTM to learn the contextual
relationships between sentences, we seamlessly integrated attention and co-attention
mechanisms. The attention mechanism captures sentence hierarchy, while the co-
attention mechanism reveals resume-job interactions, enhancing the person-job fit
representation learning. Additionally, we extracted multifaceted features from diverse
data sources and applied the DeepFM method for entity feature fusion. Finally, we
utilized attention mechanisms to fuse features between the free text and entity com-
ponents, thereby exploring global feature interactions. We validated APJFMF using
a large-scale real-world dataset from the online recruitment service platform. Our
method outperformed several state-of-the-art models in extensive experiments, vali-
dating the contributions made by each module of APJFMF. In the future, we will
incorporate user-historical application behaviors and job-historical acceptance and
rejection behaviors into the model to explore the significance of user preferences and
recruiter preferences in the person-job fit task.
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Data availability statements: The code pertinent to this study has been made pub-
licly accessible in an open-source repository on GitHub, available at: https://github.
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public. Nevertheless, this study will provide the format of the model’s data input,
allowing subsequent researchers to utilize their own acquired data to conduct research.
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